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Abstract

Objective: With the shift toward utilization of sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB) in oral cavity 

cancer, improved techniques for intraoperative sentinel node identification are needed. This study 

investigates the feasibility of fluorescently labeled tilmanoscept in SLNB in an oral cancer rabbit 

model.

Methods: An animal study was designed using 21 healthy male New Zealand rabbits. 

Gallium-68-labeled tilmanocept labeled with IRDye800CW was injected submucosally into the 

buccal mucosa (n=6) or lateral tongue (n=7) followed by PET imaging. One hour after injection, 

SLNB was performed using fluorescence imaging followed by a bilateral neck dissection and 

sampling of non-nodal surrounding tissue. All tissues were measured for radioactivity and 

fluorescence. Additionally, eight rabbits were injected with delayed SLNB performed 48 hours 

after injection.

Results: Buccal injections all had ipsilateral SLN drainage and tongue injections exhibited 

18.2% contralateral drainage. An average of 1.9±1.0 SLN (range 1–5) were identified. In addition, 

an average of 16.9±3.3 non-sentinel lymph nodes were removed per animal. SLNs had an average 

of 0.69±0.60 percent-of-injected dose (%ID) compared to non-sentinel nodes with 0.012±0.025 

%ID and surrounding tissue with 0.0067±0.015 %ID. There was 98.0% agreement between 

sentinel lymph nodes identified using fluorescence compared to radioactivity with Cohen’s kappa 

coefficient of 0.879. In 48-hour delayed SLNB, results were consistent with 97.8% agreement with 

radioactivity and Cohen’s Kappa coefficient of 0.884. Fluorescence identified additional lymph 

nodes that were not identified by radioactivity, and with one false negative.
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Conclusion: Fluorescent-labeled Tc-99m-tilmanocept represents a highly accurate adjunct to 

enhance SLNB for oral cavity cancer.

Level of Evidence: Preclinical study
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Oral cavity; sentinel lymph node biopsy; fluorescence guided surgery

Introduction

Sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB) is frequently performed in the head and neck region 

for treatment of melanoma, and emerging evidence now supports SLNB for early-stage oral 

cavity squamous cell carcinoma (OCSCC). In melanoma, the first Multicenter Selective 

Lymphadenectomy Trial (MSLT-1) established SLNB as standard of care for treatment of 

intermediate thickness melanoma.1 Up to 20% of malignant melanoma occurs in the head 

and neck region.2

There is now a growing body of evidence that supports use of SLNB for treatment of early 

stage T1–2N0 OCSCC, including prospective trials, randomized controlled trials and meta-

analyses.3[Kang 36089746, Garrel, Hasegawa, Schilling London] In these patients, standard 

of care had previously been elective neck dissection, based on a randomized controlled 

trial showing significant improvement in survival with elective neck dissection compared 

with therapeutic neck dissection.4 However, only about 20–30% of patients who undergo 

elective neck dissection will ultimately present with positive nodal disease.4,5 Therefore, 

to reduce surgical morbidity recent studies have explored the role of SLNB for clinical 

N0 OCSCC. Two randomized clinical trials have now shown that SLNB can be performed 

in early stage OCSCC with similar recurrence free survival compared to elective neck 

dissection.6,7 Currently, the NRG oncology group is enrolling patients in the United States 

for a similar randomized control trial to definitively establish the role of SLNB in this 

patient population.8

Within this context, there is a growing need for tools to support intraoperative sentinel 

lymph node (SLN) identification in the head and neck. Due to the dense network of 

lymph nodes in the head and neck, accurate and safe identification of SLNs can pose a 

unique challenge. SPECT/CT can provide anatomic correlation for improved identification 

of SLNs, especially in the parotid bed.9–11 In addition, false negative rates are higher for 

floor of mouth lesions due to shine through effect, where the radiotracer signal from the 

primary site can obscure radioactivity in SLNs due to their close proximity.3,12

Current radiotracers such as technetium-99m (99mTc) labeled sulfur colloid, colloid albumin 

(Nanocoll)13 or tilmanoscept (Lymphoseek)14 provide spatial, but no intraoperative visual 

feedback. Isosulfan blue dye (Lymphazurin) is an adjunct to support sentinel lymph node 

identification, however is limited by quick passage of dye through the sentinel node.15,16 

Fluorescence guidance, specifically with Indocyanine green (ICG), has also been used 

to provide intraoperative visual feedback for sentinel node localization in both breast 

and oral cancer.17,18 The utility of free ICG is also limited by only brief retention in 
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the sentinel node,19 so ICG has been mixed with 99mTc-Nanocoll to allow non-covalent 

binding to the nanoparticle which promotes retention of both radioactivity and fluorescence 

within nodal tissue.18 IRDye 800CW has also been tested with Nanocoll with strong 

fluorescence retention within SLNs.20 Current consensus guidelines support use of optical 

tracers such ICG-99mTc-Nanocoll as adjuncts to improve localization of floor of mouth 

sentinel lymph nodes, by mitigating the shine through effect.12,18 However adoption of 

ICG 99mTc-Nanocoll use is not universal. Nanocoll is not available in the United States, 

instead 99mTc labeled sulfur colloid and tilmanoscept (Lymphoseek) are primarily utilized 

for sentinel node biopsy, and fluorescent tracers combined with these agents could improve 

utilization in clinical practice. Lastly, surgeon experience plays a role in accurate SLNB, 

and additional tools to support clear identification of sentinel lymph nodes could improve 

learning curves.21,22

Recently, several studies have demonstrated the feasibility Tilmanoscept with covalently 

bound fluorescent label to provide visual feedback in addition to radiotracer signal as an 

adjunct for identification of sentinel lymph nodes in bladder, prostate and cervical cancer 

animal models.23–25 Tc99m Tilmanocept (Lymphoseek), which is distributed by Cardinal 

Health, has been widely adopted for SLNB since its FDA approval in 2013, and has been 

well studied in the head and neck.26–29 This molecule features a low false negative rate due 

to its specificity to mannose receptors (CD206) expressed on the surface of macrophages 

and dendritic cells.28–31 These studies demonstrated the accuracy of using fluorescence 

labeling for identification of SLNs, which was confirmed with radiolabeling. Therefore, 

we performed a feasibility study using the bimodal molecular imaging agent gallium-68-

labeled IRDye800CW-tilmanocept, which carries both a radiolabel for gamma imaging and 

detection, and a fluorescent label. The purpose of this study is to determine the feasibility 

of fluorescence guided SLNB in an animal model of the oral cavity using this fluorescently 

labeled tilmanoscept.

Methods

Experimental design

We designed a non-survival study using twenty-one healthy male New Zealand white 

rabbits approved by the UCSD Institution Animal Care and Use Committee (S17047). All 

rabbits received injection in the buccal mucosa or oral tongue of dual labeled tilmanocept. 

After injection, the first set of 13 animals underwent positron-emission tomography (PET) 

imaging one hour after injection. SLN mapping and biopsy was then performed at either 1 

hour (n=13) or 48 hours (n=8) following injection. SLNB was performed using fluorescence 

imaging camera Fluobeam800 (Fluoptics, Grenoble, France). This was followed by a 

bilateral neck dissection including removal of submandibular and cervical nodes, sampling 

of non-nodal tissue adjacent to SLN(s), and resection of primary injection site. All tissues 

were measured individually for both radioactivity and fluorescence.

Molecular Imaging Agent Preparation and PET imaging

The fluorescent dye IRDye800CW (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln NE) was covalently 

attached32 to tilmanocept (Navidea Biopharmaceuticals, Dublin OH) as shown in Figure 
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1. Radiolabeling33 with Gallium-68 or Tc-99m were performed as previously described. 

Radiochemical and fluorescent purities were measured by instant thin layer chromatography, 

which exceeded 98%. The resulting bimodal molecular imaging agent is diagramed in 

Figure 1. Gallium-68 is a positron-emitting isotope with a 68-minute half-life, permitting 

imaging via PET and radioactivity measurement. The fluorescent tag, IRDye800, has an 

absorbance peak at 774 nm and a fluorescence peak at 789 nm.34 This results in an imaging 

sensitivity with the Fluobeam800 that is similar for IRDye800 and ICG.

Ga-68 labeled tilmanocept was injected (3 nmol, ~10MBq, 50ul) submucosally into 

four adjacent sites of the oral cavity (buccal mucosa or oral tongue, Figure 2a & 2b), 

mimicking peritumoral injection. Because SPECT imaging was not available for small 

animal experiments, PET imaging of the injection site and neck was obtained using a 

small animal PET imager (eXplore Vista DR; GE Healthcare; Waukesha, WI, Figure 2c), 

which has been previously validated for both Ga-68 and Tc-99 radiolabels.33 PET imaging 

confirmed presence of sentinel node(s) after injection and laterality of SLNs. Additional 

imaging was performed distal to the injection site for a focused capture of the SLN(s). 

Images were reconstructed via ordered subset expectation maximization using a span of 3, 

Dmax of 16, 2 iterations and 16 subsets.

Tc-99m labeled tilmanocept (3nmol, ~74MBq, 50ul) was injected using the same protocol 

as Ga-68 labeled tilmanocept and was used for delayed experiments with SLNB performed 

at 48 hours after injection. After injection, rabbits were kept under free access to food and 

water as usual until time of SLNB dissection 48 hours after injection.

Fluorescence guided sentinel lymph node biopsy

The rabbit was euthanized by lethal injection of sodium pentobarbital at 150mg/kg prior 

to nodal dissection. Neck fur was shaved and removed for optimal visualization. The 

Fluobeam800 near-fluorescent camera was used for fluorescence imaging, with exposure 

time of 500ms (Figure 2d). This exposure time was selected to allow for clear visualization 

of fluorescent signal through soft tissue, including prior to skin incision. Notably, gamma 

probes and radio-navigation were not use to localize sentinel nodes in this dissection. 

Once SLN was removed, fluorescence of the node was confirmed ex vivo. Four pieces 

of non-nodal tissue surrounding the SLN were then harvested. After the SLNB was 

complete including removal of any additional sentinel nodes, bilateral neck dissections were 

performed in the cervical and submandibular regions. Harvested SLN(s), non-sentinel lymph 

nodes, non-nodal tissue surrounding the SLN, and primary injection site were measured for 

weight, radioactivity, and fluorescence activity.

Radioactivity and fluorescence measurements

Radioactivity assays were performed on a gamma well counter Wizard2 (PerkinElmer, 

Waltham, MA). All sample counts per minute were decay corrected and normalized using 

standards of the injected dose. Fluorescence images were taken with 10ms exposure time 

and evaluated via ImageJ. Brightness was calculated in arbitrary intensity units, with each 

unit corresponding to one of roughly 65K shades of gray.
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Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed with Prism 9 (GraphPad, San Diego, CA) software. 

Radioactivity and fluorescence levels were assessed by the unpaired Student’s t-test. P 

values were 2-sided and differences were considered statistically significant at p<0.05. 

After identification of first echelon node, additional nodes were true considered sentinel 

nodes if radioactivity was measured at 10% or greater of radioactivity from first echelon 

sentinel node. Concordance between fluorescence identified SLN and those confirmed by 

radioactivity was calculated using Cohen’s kappa coefficient.

Results

Sentinel lymph node distribution

An average of 1.9±1.0 SLN were identified across all rabbits using fluorescence guided 

imaging. Buccal injections resulted in more SLNs compared to tongue injections (2.5±1.1 

vs. 1.3±0.5 SLN per animal, p=0.003). Buccal SLNs were all identified in the ipsilateral 

neck, while oral tongue SLNs were identified in the contralateral neck in two animals 

(18%, Table 1). Representative images from SLN evaluation are shown in Figure 3, 

highlighting the additional intraoperative visual feedback provided by the fluorescence 

imaging compared to white light (Video 1). From bilateral neck dissection, an average of 

16.9±3.3 non-sentinel lymph nodes were removed per animal, including both the cervical 

and submandibular regions.

Radioactivity and fluorescence-based sentinel lymph node identification demonstrates 
high concordance

Fluorescence guided SLNB was performed and identified SLNs are summarized in Table 

1. PET imaging preoperatively was used to guide SLN localization, including laterally 

and identification of multiple sentinel nodes. However, radiotracer probes were not used 

during SLNB, and SLNs were identified using fluorescence imaging alone during dissection. 

Furthermore, fluorescent SLNs were often visible prior to skin incision due to high 

penetrance. (Figure 3d & 3e).

Using these methods, 23 SLNs and 236 non-SLNs were identified with fluorescence 

guidance in 13 animals 1 hour after injection. First echelon SLN was identified in all 

animals. In 6 rabbits, only a single SLN was identified, and this was more common after oral 

tongue injection; of these one SLN was noted to be in the contralateral neck.

Fluorescence demonstrated high sensitivity for identification of sentinel nodes with four 

additional lymph nodes identified beyond what was considered positive by radioactivity, 

and one incidence of false negative. Additional lymph nodes were considered to be 

true sentinel nodes if radioactivity was ≥10% of first echelon SLN. Four SLNs were 

identified by fluorescence which were below the 10% threshold. These lymph nodes did 

demonstrate some radioactivity on ex vivo evaluation, but only 1.8–5.8% of first echelon 

node. Conversely, one sentinel lymph node with 16.6% radioactivity of first SLN was not 

detected during fluorescence guided dissection. On ex vivo analysis, this lymph node did 

exhibit some fluorescence (506 IU, compared to mean of 135.8 IU in other non-sentinel 
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lymph nodes). Notably, this additional lymph node was located in the cervical neck, while 

both SLNs identified during dissection were located in the submandibular region. Overall, 

there was 98.0% agreement between sentinel lymph nodes identified using fluorescence 

compared to radioactivity with Cohen’s kappa coefficient of 0.879.

Radioactivity is specific to fluorescence identified sentinel lymph nodes

Radioactivity was measured in primary injection site, SLNs, non-SLNs and adjacent tissue. 

Radioactivity of primary injection site was 25.3±10.88% of injected dose (%ID). The 

radioactivity at the buccal injection site was 31.63±10.85% of injected dose (%ID) and 

21.60±7.11% ID for the ipsilateral tongue injection sites. Tissue adjacent to the injection 

site had a mean of 0.85±0.92% ID. Radioactivity in first echelon nodes was 0.97±0.61% ID, 

representing 3.86% of radioactivity signal at the primary site.

Overall SLNs identified by fluorescence guided biopsy had significantly higher radioactivity 

signal compared to non-sentinel lymph nodes and surrounding tissue for both buccal and 

tongue injection sites (Figure 4). SLNs identified by fluorescence imaging demonstrated an 

average radioactivity of 0.69±0.60%ID compared to 0.012±0.025%ID in non-sentinel lymph 

nodes (representing 1.7% of SLN radioactivity) and surrounding tissue (0.0067±0.015%ID, 

representing 0.97% of SLN radioactivity). The surrounding tissue and non-sentinel nodes 

both demonstrated significantly decreased radioactivity compared to SLNs (p<0.0001).

Next, fluorescence was measured in each tissue by intensity unit (IU). Again, the injection 

site demonstrated the highest fluorescence intensity of 19,164.15±6,892.68 IU. There 

was minimal fluorescence in adjacent tissue at 186.39±82.57 IU (0.97% of primary site 

fluorescence). SLNs measured 2,509.49±2,581.45 IU (13.1% of primary site fluorescence). 

In comparison, tissue surrounding the SLN measured 171.15±136.60 (6.82% of SLN 

fluorescence) and non-SLN measured 151.28±97.37 (6.03% of SLN fluorescence). The 

surrounding tissue and non-sentinel nodes again demonstrated significantly decreased 

fluorescence intensity compared to SLNs (p<0.0001). In the oral tongue model, limited 

fluorescence measurements were taken demonstrating consistent results. SLNs measured 

2,659.08±1,971.83 IU compared to surrounding tissue which measured 157.69±53.32 IU 

(similarly, 5.90% of SLN) and was significantly lower (p<0.0001).

48-hour Delayed sentinel lymph node biopsy

Using a modified protocol, eight additional animals received oral dual-labeled tilmanoscept 

injection (n=4 buccal, n=4 tongue) followed by a 48-hour delay before performing the 

SLNB to demonstrate the longevity of tracer signal. An average of 2.75±0.50 SLN were 

identified after buccal injection and 1.25±0.50 SLN following oral tongue injection. No 

significant difference was seen in the number of SLN identified in the immediate dissection 

and 48-hour delayed experimental designs (1.77±1.09 and 2.0±0.93, respectively; p=0.63)

Similar with the non-delayed dissection, the injection sites had the highest radioactivity 

(17.8±10.3%ID). Again, SLNs (1.23±1.05%ID) demonstrated significantly higher 

radioactivity compared to both non-sentinel lymph nodes (0.00097±0.001%ID, 0.08% of 

SLN signal, p<0.001) and surrounding tissue (0.0011±0.0014%ID, 0.09% of SLN signal, 

p<0.001).
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With 48-hour delay, fluorescence was higher in SLNs compared to injection sites, likely 

due to accumulation of tracer over time. For buccal injections, injection site fluorescence 

was 3099.55±414.60 IU and 3580.12±1899.33 IU (116% of primary site signal) in SLNs. 

Similarly for tongue injection, SLN fluorescence was higher (4833.64±986.19 IU, 250% of 

primary site signal) than tongue injection sites (1931.96±1029.27 IU). Minimal fluorescence 

signal was seen in surrounding tissue (118.85±22.17 IU, 2.8% of SLN signal) and non-

sentinel node tissue (114.11±20.27 IU, 2.7% of SLN signal).

During 48-hour delayed experiments, similar to immediate dissection some SLNs detected 

by fluorescence did not meet detection threshold based on radioactivity. Of 16 SLN 

visualized using intraoperative fluorescent imaging, three had <10% radioactivity of first 

echelon nodes. The measured fluorescence activity of these nodes was significantly 

decreased 1190±1226 IU compared to 4134±931 IU (p=0.008) of those confirmed by 

radioactivity. Therefore, decreased radioactivity correlated with decreased fluorescence 

signal, however these nodes were still identified as SLNs through visual feedback during 

sentinel node dissection. For delayed dissection, a total of 16 SLNs were identified by 

fluorescence and 119 non-sentinel nodes, resulting in 97.8% agreement with radioactivity 

and Cohen’s Kappa coefficient of 0.884.

Discussion

This study demonstrates the utility of an exciting emerging technology with fluorescent-

labeled radiopharmaceutical tilmanocept for SLNB in the head and neck, specifically oral 

cavity. The fluorescent tracer demonstrated high concordance with radiotracer activity for 

both oral tongue and buccal injection sites. First echelon nodes were identified in all 

animals. The tracer demonstrated high specificity with surrounding tissue showing less than 

1% radiotracer activity compared to sentinel nodes. There was clear delineation between 

SLNs compared to non-sentinel nodes, which only demonstrated 1.7% radioactivity and 6% 

fluorescence of sentinel node signal.

The tracer demonstrated 98% agreement between fluorescence identified SLNs and 

measured radioactivity. Main discordance was seen in greater sensitivity of the fluorescence 

signal resulting in additional SLNs being identified that were below the threshold to be 

considered SLNs by radioactivity. Use of this tracer as an adjunct to SLN could result 

in greater number of SLNs removed. Only one false negative was encountered using the 

fluorescence-based method, and this node was likely missed as it was located in a separate 

nodal basin than the first echelon sentinel node. This highlights the role for radioactivity 

probes and preoperative imaging, which were not used during these dissections, to assist in 

identification of additional sentinel nodes in separate nodal basins or contralateral. Notably, 

the false positive node did demonstrate fluorescence signal ex vivo, therefore no evidence 

of uncoupling of the fluorescence and radiotracer was observed, even after 48 hour delayed 

dissection.

Using novel dual-labeled tracers such as the proposed fluorescently labeled tilmanocept 

offers several advantages compared to other fluorescent imaging techniques such as 

indocyanine green alone.17,18 With a dual-labeled tracer, injection of only one agent is 
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required to obtain both preoperative imaging and intraoperative visualization, in contrast 

to blue dye or free ICG. Hybrid ICG-99mTc-Nanocoll with non-covalent binding of ICG, 

which can be provided with a single injection, has been utilized in oral cancer to enhance 

identification of SLNs from oral cavity tumors.18 However, lack of covalent bonding can 

result in potential uncoupling and flow through of ICG outside the true sentinel node(s), 

depending on purity of preparation (with removal of free ICG not bound to albumin 

colloid).35 The proposed dual labeled tilmanoscept tracer offers the advantage of covalently 

bound fluorescence tag (Figure 1) which is extremely stable in vivo up to 72 hours.33 

Furthermore, with the specificity of tilmanocept to mannose receptors, this tracer can remain 

within the target SLNs for prolonged periods of time without flow through. In this study, 

our dual-labeled tilmanocept remained easily detectable in SLNs at 48 hours, consistent 

with studies in other anatomic sites.24 The number of SLNs identified remained consistent 

between immediate SLN biopsy and after 48-hour delay, demonstrating the stability of this 

agent without evidence of uncoupling. Lastly, tilmanoscept (Lymphoseek from Cardinal 

Health) has had wide adoption in the United States since its FDA approval in 2013, and has 

been well validated for use in OSCC SLNB.26–29

We demonstrate feasibility of this technique for oral cavity injections—with both buccal 

and tongue injections demonstrating similar results. As strong evidence has arisen to 

support treatment of early-stage oral cavity squamous cell carcinoma with SLNB, tools 

to support safe performance of this surgery are needed. SLNB for oral cavity tumors 

poses unique challenges. Use of optical tracers has been recommended for sentinel lymph 

node biopsy of floor of mouth tumors,12 however dual labeled agents are not currently 

available for use in the United States. Most oral cavity sites demonstrate an average of 

three SLNs.6,7 Real time visual feedback from fluorescence could reduce surgery time for 

identification of multiple SLNs. The gamma probe provides the general region of SLNs, 

but the fluorescently tagged tracer can clarify localization of individual nodes, which is 

especially advantageous in a dense network of lymph nodes. In addition, in other regions 

of the head and neck fluorescence imaging could enhance parotid SLN identification within 

the parotid parenchyma and potentially decreasing extent of dissection to reduce risk for 

facial nerve injury. Lastly, floor of mouth lesions have been reported to have lower SLN 

identification, as radioactivity from the primary site can shine through to obscure SLN 

signal. Use of the fluorescently labeled radiotracer could overcome this shine through 

phenomenon which has been previously demonstrated with ICG-Tc99m Nanocoll.18

This fluorescence system provides strong fluorescence signal which was even visible 

through the skin. The penetration depth of near infra-red fluorophores is general limited 

to 1–2 cm,17 which was sufficient in the rabbit model to visualize sentinel nodes prior to 

skin incision, even for cervical nodes that reside deep to the neck musculature. However, 

in the clinical setting these penetration depths may not allow for immediate visualization 

of deep cervical nodes that lie under the sternocleidomastoid until after retraction. Other 

more superficial nodes such as parotid or external jugular nodes could be visualized 

transcutaneously in low BMI patients to assist in incision planning. In the study of 30 oral 

cavity patients using ICG-Tc99m Nanocoll, 10% of SLNs were visible transcutaneously.18 

This may be especially useful in cases where SLNs reside in different nodal basins, 

requiring multiple incisions.
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To translate these findings toward clinical use, future studies are also needed to confirm 

fluorescence visualization using existing intraoperative imaging tools. Prior studies have 

demonstrated feasibility using this dual labeled tracer using the FireFly system in 

conjunction with the DaVinci robotics system in other anatomic sites.23,24 As robotic 

systems are not typically used for head and neck sentinel lymph node dissection, evaluation 

of other intraoperative imaging tools will be needed.

Conclusions

Evaluation of fluorescent-labeled tilmanocept demonstrates high feasibility and accuracy in 

oral cavity cancer and for identification of sentinel lymph nodes in a rabbit animal model. 

Use of intraoperative fluorescence imaging can enhance identification of sentinel lymph 

nodes. Future studies within clinical trials are needed to evaluate the potential surgical 

advantages of this fluorescent-labeled tilmanocept for head and neck sentinel lymph node 

biopsy.
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Figure 1. 
The bimodal molecular imaging agent[68Ga]IRDye800-tilmanocept consists of a near infra-

red fluorophore, IRDye800CW and the radiolabel gallium-68. An average of 25 mannose 

units are attached to the dextran backbone to provide high affinity for the receptor CD206.
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Figure 2. 
Experimental set up demonstrating (a) buccal mucosa and (b) oral tongue injection with 

dual labeled tracer, (c) PET imaging set up and (d) fluorescence dissection set up with 

Fluobeam800 camera
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Figure 3. 
Imaging modalities used in the study (a) preoperative injection PET imaging demonstrating 

sentinel node (b) intraoperative white light (c) intraoperative fluorescent enabled camera 

system at 500ms exposure time. (d & e) Multiple SLNs were visible using through the skin 

using fluorescence enabled camera system
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Figure 4. 
Radioactivity and Fluorescence measurements: (a) Buccal injection - Detected radioactivity 

measured as percentage of injected dose (ID%) in buccal mucosa (b) Buccal injection 

- Detected fluorescence measured by relative intensity unit (c) Oral tongue-Detected 

radioactivity measured as percent injected dose to oral tongue (d) Oral tongue-Detected 

fluorescence measured by relative intensity unit in sentinel and non-sentinel node tissue
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Video 1. 
Identification and removal of sentinel lymph node. Side by side view in white light and with 

fluorescence enabled camera system
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Table 1.

SLN characterization comparing SLN identified by fluorescence compared to radioactivity

Animal SLN laterality #SLN by 
fluoro

# SLN by 
radio

% radioactivity of additional SLNs compared to first echelon node*

Buccal-1 Ipsilateral 5 3 1.8–24% Five SLN identified, two showing 19.7% and 24% of 
SLN radioactivity, additional two below threshold for 
radioactivity detection (1.8–4.8%)

Buccal-2 Ipsilateral 2 2 60.20% Two sentinel nodes identified, consistent with 
radioactivity

Buccal-3 Ipsilateral 1 1 -

Buccal-4 Ipsilateral 2 2 28.80% Two sentinel nodes identified, consistent with 
radioactivity

Buccal-5 Ipsilateral 2 3 10.2–16.6% Two SLN identified on fluorescence; an additional lymph 
node demonstrated 16.6% radioactivity signal compared 
to first echelon LN but was not identified in fluorescence 
dissection

Buccal-6 Ipsilateral 2 2 51% Two sentinel nodes identified, consistent with 
radioactivity

Tongue-7 Ipsilateral 1 1 -

Tongue-8 Ipsilateral 2 1 5.30% Two SLNs identified on fluorescence imaging, second 
node below threshold for radioactivity detection

Tongue-9 Contralateral 1 1 - Single contralateral SLN identified

Tongue-10 Ipsilateral 1 1 -

Tongue-11 Ipsilateral 1 1 -

Tongue-12 Ipsilateral 2 1 5.80% Two SLNs identified on fluorescence imaging, second 
node below threshold for radioactivity detection

Tongue-13 Ipsilateral 1 1 -

48 hour delayed dissections

Buccal-14 Ipsilateral 2 1 0.50% Two SLNs identified on fluorescence imaging, second 
node below threshold for radioactivity detection

Buccal-15 Ipsilateral 3 3 12–30% Three sentinel nodes identified, consistent with 
radioactivity

Buccal-16 Ipsilateral 3 3 23.7–47.3% Three sentinel nodes identified, consistent with 
radioactivity

Buccal-17 Ipsilateral 3 1 3.6–5.4% Three SLNs identified on fluorescence imaging, additional 
nodes below threshold for radioactivity detection

Tongue-18 Ipsilateral 1 1 -

Tongue-19 Ipsilateral 1 1 -

Tomgue-20 Bilateral 2 2 40.30% Two sentinel nodes identified, second node in contralateral 
neck

Tongue-21 Ipsilateral 1 1 -

*
Lymph node considered true sentinel node by radioactivity if ≥10% radioactivity compared to first echelon sentinel node
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